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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are currently the project manager at a rapidly growing
retailer of high-performance audio equipment. You have been
asked to lead the project to expand the retail business in the
Unite States. You are currently deciding amongst three
promising geographic locations: New York, Seattle, and San
Francisco.
You have been asked that San Francisco has a smaller market
potential, but the probabilities of success is high. On the
other hand, the New York market has larger market potential,
but the probability of success is low. Your project team member
has given you the following forecast. Which of the following
statements are true?
Exhibit:

A. You should selectNew York, as it provides the highest
expected monetary value
B. You should selectSeattle, as it provides the highest
expected monetary value
C. You should use multi-objective programming algorithms to
determine which location to select
D. You should selectSan Francisco, as it provides the lowest
NPY value
E. You should selectSan Francisco, as it provides the highest
expected monetary value
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company uses Dynamics 365 Marketing.
The company is releasing a major product update and plans to
run events in many regions to demonstrate the new product.
You need to help the company track customer registration for
the events in each region and send emails to acknowledge
registration and remind people about the events.
Which type of marketing pages should you recommend? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/dynamics365/marketing/marketin
g-forms

NEW QUESTION: 3
In many organizations the role of Incident Manager is assigned
to the Service Desk. It is important that the Incident Manager
is given the authority to:
A. Manage Incidents effectively through 1st, 2nd and 3rd line
B. Only manage Incidents effectively through the 1st line
C. Only manage Incidents effectively through 1st and 2nd line
D. Only manage Incidents effectively at the 3rd line
Answer: A
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